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Magna International

HILL International, 11 000 Beograd, Ruzveltova 45, tel/fax: +381 11 3294 500
E-mail: prijava@hill.rs

is the most diversified automotive supplier in the world. We design, develop and manufacture automotive systems, assemblies, modules
and components, and engineer and assemble complete vehicles, primarily for sale to original equipment manufacturers of cars and light trucks throughout the
world. This year Magna International is entering the Serbian market through opening a seating plant in Vojvodina and with the goal to become the leading
automotive supplier in Serbia. Therefore we are looking for highly professional and organized person for the position of a

Finance Manager
- based in Od -�aci

Requirements:

Responsibilities:
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university degree in Economy

experience on similar position, ideally from automotive industry

familiarity with GAAP reporting standards

fluency in English and excellent PC skills incl. SAP

precise and analytical manager, capable of having both global and detailed overview and making strategic proposals

organization, leading and support of finance and accounting department

management and controlling of financial resources and accounting procedures

setting up, maintaining and improving performance in relation to the quality plans

comprehensive evaluation and organization of financial operations flow

monitoring of financial KPIs, analysis of deviations and optimization of financial performance

timely and accurate reporting in line with local statutory reporting as well as with company standards and procedures

communication with auditors and other external partners

regular communication with management on strategic

reporting on results as well as cooperation with other departments

We are offering you the opportunity to become the cornerstone of our operations in Serbia, to fully express and further improve your professional abilities within a
stabile and supportive international environment.

If you believe this is the right match for your career development, please send your CV and application letter in English, exclusively to our HR Consultant's
address, with full confidentiality.
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